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R*n #1574
2ND ANNUAL
“PINK MAKES THE BOYS WINK" RUN
(in memory o Tasty's Granny)
When:
Hare:
Where:
Hashers:
Distance:
Rating:

Monday, Nov. 17th, 2014 @7:00 pm
Taste The Rainbow
Royal Oak, 1981 St. Joseph Blvd, Orleans
22
Runners 7.49
6.9 out of 100

Was the weather co-operative or not? That is the
question. Some would readily admit that despite the
slush and cold puddles it was a good night for running
and of course others would say the exact opposite.
The positive hashers would say that it was not too
cold, no wind, the gently falling snow and abundance of
Christmas lights made for a pleasant night out. While
others would say that the snow, cold, wet and the
early display of Christmas lights did nothing to raise
their spirits! The one thing that everyone did agree on was
that it was nice to see the number of hashers who were dressed
in pink.
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During the opening circle the Grand Mattress while being
inundated with snowballs had a hard time maintaining
any form of order while Taste the Rainbow explained
the trail. Once the trail markings were explained, including
the infamous hook, and the blessing the hashers set off
through the snow, slush and cold puddles.
The trail took the hashers up the escarpment and then
up some more. It seemed as if all the hills only
went up! The trail wound its way through the newer
suburbs of Orleans and along snowy trails. On one of
the snowy trails one of the hashers attempted their
hand at a bit of ballet, unfortunately for him it ended
up as more of a nose dive in the snow. Speaking
of nose diving in the snow at the first, of many
hash holds it did not take long for a snowball fight to
begin. There was ample ammunition for the eager
combatants to engage in a bit of frivolity before
carrying on once again.
did a fine job of making the trail in
biodegradable, environmentally friendly, instantly decomposing,
red spray paint with a few orange juice crystals thrown
Tasty
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in for good measure. While there were no false trails
there were numerous checks and holds to keep the pack
together.
After finally coming down from the escarpment it was
ON ON along another snowy multi-use trail and then
wind our way through the older parts of Orleans to
reach the rehydration stop which proved to be a short
distance back to the ON IN.
Both the GM and RA observed a number of crimes on
trail and the sinners were brought in to explain the
reason for their errant ways and were then duly
punished. Comments on the trail ranged from; not
enough hills, not enough snow, too warm, not enough
puddles, we never did find the song stop, hills I hate
hills, cold wet feet, to early for Christmas lights, we
need more snow, why so many checks and holds. All
in all the hashers seemed to have enjoyed the hill climb
in the snow and slush.
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THE HARE RAISERS NEED HARES
NEXT WEEK’S OH3 RUN
R*n #1575th

TO BE CONFIRMED
When: Monday, Nov. 24th, 2014 @7:00 pm
Hare(s): Mustard Balls
Where: what used to be Studebakers
Hash Cash: $ for Hash down-downs.

Perogie Run
THERE WILL BE A GIFT EXCHANGE!!!!!"
When:
Saturday December 20, 2014 @5:00 pm
Hare(s):
Jean-Paul (Jean-Pierre?)
Where:
438 Hartleigh Road, Ottawa
Hash Cash: $15 for dinner and Hash down-downs.
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UP COMING EVENTS
Not a R*n "POSH NOSH"
When:
Where:
Cost:

Friday, December 12, 2014 @6:15 pm (Dinner served at 6:30pm)
Algonquin College's Restaurant International 1385 Woodroffe Ave
$39 per person, including tax and tip pay to Cheap Thrills.
Cheap Thrills will pay the bill.
What you get: 4-course meal which includes appetizer, soup or salad, entree
(3 choices to be arranged closer to the date), dessert, tea and coffee. They
also have a full cash bar with beer and wine, which will accept debit and
credit to payment.
Note: FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT CHEAP THRILLS
AT harrisonwatson@yahoo.ca
Note: Payment is $39 cash to Cheap Thrills or $38.92 by interact e-mail
transfer to harrisonwatson@yahoo.ca
Map: Map Link!

R*n "ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY"
When:
Saturday, December 6, 2014 @ 2:00 pm
Hare(s):
Flounder and Cumikazi
Where:
2650 Flannery Drive, Ottawa, Ontario
Hash Cash: $10.00 for food and beer.
ATTENTION: THIS IS A KID FRIENDLY HASH SO BRING THE LITTLE, AND
NOT SO LITTLE ONES. SANTA WILL MAKE AN APPEARANCE
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